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A growing igure of data proposes that outcomes with 
Coronavirus Disease 2019 are worse in those suffering from 
obesity and that a signi icant proportion of those requiring 
intensive care suffers from overweight or obesity [1]. Up to 
date 4 September 2021, COVID-19 has been con irmed in 
220,712,750 individuals in more than 185 countries, with 
have 4,568,652 deaths globally according to worldometers.
info/coronavirus/ [2]. Obesity has increased sharply in the 
last few decades. Obesity is a worldwide disease with at least 
2.8 million people who die each year because of being obese 
according to the world health organization [3]. From 1975 to 
2014, the global obesity rate has risen from 3.2 to 10.8% in 
males while in females from 6.4 to 14.9%. A very signi icant 
increase in England in the number of overweight/obese adults 
jumped from 36% to 62% between 1980 and 2013. If this 
continues by 2025, 18% of men and 21% of women worldwide 
will be obese. [3] Obesity is linked with another risk factor for 
the development of type-2 diabetes, asthma, hypertension, 
stroke, sleep apnea, osteoarthritis [4,5] The other diseases 
caused by obesity include blood pressure, and blood glucose 
body; these risk factors are responsible for our body weight 
[6,7]. As per reports people with heart diseases were more 
vulnerable to COVID-19 and had a high death rate. The reason 
probably was the fare of contracting the COVID-19 infection 
which stops them from going to the hospital for routine check-
ups. As per the survey, the number of heart patients decreased 
by 90% because they did not visit the hospital. Infect where is 
the actual death rate during the pandemic was as high as 2.4 
times in heart patients [8]. Diabetes, a fetal disease as another 
reason for obesity. Between the years 1980 to 2014, the 
number of diabetic patients increases from 108 to 422 million. 
This ratio for adults was noted as 4.5 to 8.5 in the mentioned 
years.  A study conducted in different parts of China revealed 
that more than 20% of deaths from COVID-19 were also 

diabetes patients [9,10]. High blood pressure patients were 
reported to be more at risk of contracting COVID-19 infection. 
Early data from both China and the U.S. shows that high blood 
pressure is the most shared pre-existing condition among 
those hospitalized, affecting between 30% to 50% of the 
patients. Other health conditions included cancer, diabetes, 
or lung disease. Data from China and Italy showed a higher 
risk of COVID-19 infections and complications in people with 
high blood pressure. As per the latest statistic in Italy, 99% 
of deaths from the virus were accompanied by 76% of high 
blood pressure. High blood pressure is considered two times 
more deadly compared to overall deaths worldwide from 
coronavirus [10]. This letter’s purpose is to spread awareness 
among the people about the fatal nature of obesity which 
causes blood pressure heart disease and diabetes. People 
with the above-mentioned diseases were found more prone 
to COVID-19 than the rest. The question arises what the future 
of obese people will be and particularly those who have other 
secondary diseases as well. As a correlation between COVID-19 
and heart diseases has been discovered it is yet to be decided 
whether medications taken for heart diseases affect recovery 
and COVID-19 patients at any level. The same question arises 
about medicine’s taken for weight loss and to cure COVID-19. 
As discussed earlier diabetic patients were easily infected by 
a coronavirus. It is very much essential to keep a check on the 
mortality rate of diabetic patients who also had contacted 
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COVID-19. It is still to be determined whether a different type 
of diabetes (Type-1, Type-2) reacts differently to COVID-19 
infection or there has been no different. This calls for extra care 
of diabetic patients such as the insurance supply of medicine 
and an active lifestyle will be of prime importance. In a short 
diabetic, overweight people need to be very careful and take 
care of their health especially in such pandemic diseases. 
Obesity is independent risk factor related to COVID-19 
severity. Graded analyses have suggested that obesity may 
grant greater risk to patients with diabetes mellitus compared 
with patients without diabetes mellitus, and this relationship 
requires further research.
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